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Trade blames majors for 

patchy Xmas cieli¥eries 
DEALERS REPORTED mixed suc- cess in December with several success- ful consumer campaigns and some frus- tration about the performance of three major record companies. Those dealers who mounted their own campaigns achieved results con- trary to the performance of the business as a whole. Figures collated by the GRRD show that record retailers as a whole took 6-10 percent less cash than the same period in *79. This suggests that fewer records were sold last Christmas than the year 

Companies' poor performance in completing orders resulted in numerous complaints to the GRRD with EMI and PolyGram singled out as the worst 

offenders. Completion ranged from 48- 70 percent and order errors reached 30 
Pressing faults on such bestsellers as John Lennon's Double Fantasy, Fleet- wood Mac's Live, Eagles' Live and Yes' Yesshows all from WEA and Abba's Super Trouper and The Police's Zenyaua Mondatla, in isolated cases, were cited. GRRD chairman, Harry Tipple, said that the complaints about completion received would be passed on to the companies. "We start our round of talks with the companies soon and will certainly be raising the matter. We are not looking for excuses, or even reasons, but co- operation to ensure that it does not happen again," he said. 

m to sponsor sleeve owords 
FOR THE first time this year, the Design & Art Directors Associa- tion of London is including a sepa- rate section for record sleeves and promotion material in its annual competition. Record Business has accepted an invitation to sponsor this section in what is regarded as the most prestigious competition covering all aspects of creative design to be held in this country. Now in its 18th year, D&AD 81 will attract entries in such sections as press advertising, TV and cine- ma advertising, posters, packaging (previously used for record sleeves) radio and typography. Because of the high level of interest interna- tionally in the competition, a tour- ing exhibition is arranged of the winning entries each year as well as 

the publication of an annual featur- ing all entires. The annual is re- garded as the leading handbook to British creative design and is distri- buted throughout the world. 
The jury judging the record sleeves will comprise designer Bar- ney Bubbles, photographer Brian Griffin, John Pasche (Creative director EMI Records), Michael Ross (art director A&M), Storm Thorgesson (Hipgnosis), Keith Macmillan (Keefco) and Peter Wagg (Chrysalis). 
Closing date for er ary 30 and the approp further information from D&AD, Nash House, Carlton House Terrace SW1 5AH (839 2964/5). 

form and available 

"It must be said that the trade did not do much early buying. There were few offers to encourage early buying and the trade did not warrant it. Most orders were made in the 20 days before Christmas," he added. Generally the only company to earn praise was CBS with a high percentage of chart records. WEA's delivery was better than most. For some Christmas provided the hoped-for boom, and Hassan Akhtar, head of Record Merchandisers which racks Woolworths, Littlewoods and Debenhams said that December had created an all-time record with sales up 40 percent on '79. Nick Alexander, marketing manager of HMV shops said that the chain was happy with results which were about 10 percent up on '79 cash terms. Tony Bromwich, of Callers, Newcas- tle, was surprised by the increased turnover achieved but switched to ordering from a wholesaler a week 

HAZEL O'CONNOR signing copies of her new LP, Sons and Lovers at the Virgin Megastore, Oxford Street. Courageous Hazel arrived in a wheel- chair because of a recently torn liga- ment in her leg, but stayed for over three hours to meet all her enthusiastic 
before Christmas. Responding to completion, criticisms both EMI and PolyGram admitted being caught out on orders. "It was an extreme Christmas, peaking higher and later than anticipated. EMI and ourselves suffered because we have the largest catalogue range and we had exceptional demand across the board," • TO PAGE TWO 

W@@iw@iili5s new record buyer 
AFTER NEARLY nine years as record buyer for Woolworlh, during which time has has guided the High Street multiple's growth to become the na- tion's leading retailer of recorded music, Bob Egerton is being transferred to a new department. From the beginning of February, he is moving to become hardware buyer in the Do-It-Yourself section, an area which Woolworth is looking at as a major area of retail development. Eger- ton, a Woolworth man since 1949, took over the chain's record buying responsi- bilities shortly after the company switched from direct buying to being 

racked by Record Merchandisers. At the time Woolworth was selling full- price repertoire in 20 stores. The multi- ple now stocks records in 960 outlets with its annual turnover unofficially estimated at about £60 million retail. Egerton's replacement will be Paddy Toomey who moves into records having previously worked as a buyer of small electrical appliances. "Naturally I am looking forward to the new challenge," Egerton told RB, "but I am leaving the record industry with regret. Despite all the knocking, it is a fabulous industry run by a stimulating and terrific crowd of.people." 
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ILR audience gains 
inJICRAR survey 
THE INDEPENDENT Radio network has increased its share of radio listening in areas it covers, according to figures culled from the first JICRAR Autumn survey, and now claims to be ten percentage points ahead of its nearest rival. Radio-1. Against listening figures for the Spring period, ILR has increased its share from 32.6 percent to 34 percent. Average hours tuned to ILR have gone up from 13.5 to 13.8 hours per week. The figures indicate radio listening to other stations has fallen by about an hour a week on average to give ILR its highest ever share of radio audience, with reach improving, especially in the important advertising age-grouup of 25-34 vear-olds. The JICRAR survey covers the first 21 ILR stations during October 1980 and shows weekly audience has in- creased to 14.3 million adults. The weekly audience including children and 
probablv now around 18 million people, AIRC statement. Accord- rvey BBC Radio-1 claims a 

25 percent share of total listening, Radio-2 22 percent, Radio-4 10 percent and BBC local radio 6 percent. Individually, several stations have cause to celebrate, especially the re- latively new Mercia Sound which claims fifth position in the weekly reach league table with a first survey score of 53 percent. Downtown maintains the number one spot with a huge 67 percent reach rating, although this is a four point drop over the Spring figure. Plymouth Sound improves a point to 59 percent to stay second and the same goes for Clyde in third place. Metro gains four points to move to eighth place with a reach of 48 
The figures are the first to be pro- duced under a new JICRAR system involving more frequent research. This will mean averaging 19S0's two studies and a projected three for 1981 to give a moving annual average for individual 

PROMOTER PAUL Loasby and pub- lisher Nick Garnett have joined forces in a new publishing artist and producer management venture designed to offer a "total creative service for artists and songwriters to enable their work to be heard by the greatest number of people in the best possible way." They are pictured above concluding an adminis- tration deal with ONDRA Music. Left to right are: Paul Loasby (MGL); John Williams (ONDRA); Nick Garnett (MGL); and Paul Smith and Anthony Pryce of ONDRA. Other initial sign- ings to MGL are producer Stephen Lipson and writer David Powell. 

Agreement is close on 
mechanical royalties 
THE BPI and the Mechanical Rights • In the light of tl Society are expected agreement this week on a basis for list pri calculating mechanical royalties in the ' wake of disc manufacturers' abolition of recommended retail pricing. 

lMsne=m©ntlhi 
Styxbarroge 
from A & M 
A&M RECORDS is the first company to take advantage of a new network advertising package on commercial :h official EMI has decided to abolish the ordinary radio. The A&M campaign introduced last > product. EMI will continue to publish an ordinary list price for TV advertised Just before Christmas, both sides records and classical releases and until reached provisional agreement on final ratification of the MRS- BPI deal is notional retail prices upon which copy- concluded, will base -copyright and right and royalty payments will be royalty calculations on agreed interim based, to be backed by a joint market prices. research operation commissioned to         ,,,, establish national prices for \ categories of product. The MRS council meets today (Janu- ary 12) to ratify the agreement and the BPI council gets together shortly oi 

Mechanical royalties paid as 6,A percent of 143 percent of trade price. After four months negotia- tions between the two sides 

Sheriff gets gm 
jobatPoiydor 

SHERIFF has been s Polydor Records general manager responsible for promotion and press suceeding Tony Bramwcll, ill handle specific ; thought to have been for Polydor on a freelance basis. 

Friday January 16th seconds advertisement for the new Styx album Paradise Theater (AMLK 63719) on all 26 radio stations, running for three weeks. Paradise Theater is simultaneously released in 15 countries and includes a laser-etched 'B' side - a technique first used by A&M with the Split Enz album True Colours. The campaign, which also includes TV spots in London on Thames and London Weekend Television and may be expanded into other pans of the network, is the first stage of a nine month push for Styx. The radio ads were varied to include two minute, one minute and 30 second spots on selected radio shows, in addi- tion to double page spreads ' music papers. Styx have begun their world wide 
• XMAS DELIVERY. From Page 1. said Bill Bryant, PolyGram Distribution 

will be released Sheriff was formerly head of promo-          : met. tion at RSO Records and had been and should reach Europe and the UK — It Rocket Records and CBS Re- October. The Paradise Theater album is 

An EMI spokesman, said that the company had received very high orders and although every effort was made keep completion rates as high as ble, problems were experienced, WEA's pressing difficulties were also caused by high demand with the Len- non album particularly in demand. "We were pressing in a multitude of places and obviously the sheer demand was too much for the sample check," said a spokesman. 

Keen to leave Luxembourg 
ALAN KEEN, managing director of Keen. He is not disclosing his future possi- Radio Luxembourg, is leaving the sta- plans in detail at this stage, but will be lion at the end of January. He has been going into business on his own and will in charge of 208's English service for the be involved in sponsorship and promo- past 10 years. tion. He is also looking to reviving his "After 10 years, I think the time has interest in music publishing, something come for me to try something new and he was closely involved with before despite the state of the economy I joining Luxembourg, belies'e there are still plenty of opporlu- At press time no details were available nitics available for development," said of who would be replacing Keen. 

Reversionary 
rights fight 
is settled 
BRITISH MUSIC Publishers have set- tled their long-running legal battle with Redwood Music over the 'reversionary rights' issue - but the terms of the final agreement are unlikely ever to be re- 

Both sides in the dispute must have piled up very heavy legal expenses, as the case has been taken to the House of Lords and ran for the best part of a decade. It concerned the rights of the estates of various dead songwriters. Litigation revolved around aspects of the British 1911 Copyright Act. One major issue culminated in a House of Lords decision last July that a so-called 'collective work' is subject to reversion, while the most recent High Court judgement decided that British pub- lishers had an implied right tc to exploit a song after n Now both sides have come to terms to avoid further judicial battles and now hope to concentrate on solving adminis- trative complexities that result from the various judgements to the benefit of publishers (including Redwood) and the estates of deceased writers. 
Club to Rascal Following a clash of names between Klub Records Ltd, of Glasgow, and Club Records of Richmond, the latter company has chosen the name of Rascal Records Ltd. The confusion was a result of one company being registered in Scotland and the other in England and came to light with the Richmond company's first 

Rascal Records and Rascal Music are based at 44 Hill Street, Richmond, Surrey Telephone 948 2543. 
Freshiesedlt 
45 for aii splay 
WHAT'S IN a word? Quite a lot when that word is Virgin and its features on a single that could do with a bit of airplay, as Manchester band The Freshies have recently discovered. Latest single 'I'm in Love with The Girl On The Manchester Virgin Mega- store Checkout Desk' on Razz Records has been picked up by MCA after making steady progress in the RB Indie Chart. But the IBA has been denying the song airplay, claiming gratuitous adver- tising of the store in question. Now MCA has prevailed upon The Freshies to replace the offending 'Vir- gin' with 'A certain', and those special play copies will reach broadcasters today (January 12). Although 'Virgin' has been edited on the vinyl, the label copy still carries the original title with a cross through the offending word. Radio-1 has played the song four limes during peak time last week - twice with the original version and twice with the edit. 
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MAN OF THE YEAR - Jerry Dammers of The Specials, not just for the remarkable 1980 succes of 2-Tone, but because his foresight brought a new sound to British pop from which many companes benefited, notably Arista with The Beat and Stiff with Madness, both bands given their first chances through 2-Tone ... in the context of the 2-Tone achievement the roles of Chrysalis a&r chief Roy Eldridge and md Doug D'Arcy in leaving well alone cannot be overlooked . . . simultaneously D'Arcy himself rates his own MNYH for his rarely publicised but clearly effective leadership of the record company most admired by the rest of the pack . . . Stiffs man of a few thousand words Dave Robinson, ably assisted by the dedicated Paul Conroy, for maintaining the label's momentum and reputation for pulling rabbits out of the hat at the right time, particularly with Jonah Lewie's seasonal number one 'Stop The Cavalry'. . , Michael Levy, for keeping his public cool after being left at the altar in the unconsumatcd shotgun wedding between PRT and RCA , . . Mike Appleton OGU^Fs bossman for the excellent Rock Week, hopefully to be repeated in 1981. . . Andrew Pryor, Ariola headman, and David Hutton of Hutton Advertising for backing the year's most adventurous marketing concept, the Tellydisc direct mail company, skilfully run by Dennis Knowles . . . Iain McNay whose Cherry Red label came good with the Dead Kennedys breakthrough . . . and Spartan twosome Tom MacDonell and Dave Thomas who threatened it in '79 with 'Day Trip to Bangor' and then really came among 'cm with UB40's singles and albums and the aforementioned Dead Kennedys . . . Monty Presky for the personal touch which has built Damont into the leading indie custom presser . . . THREE BACKROOM BOYS — CBS operations controller John Begg, distribution manager Fred Whittle and manufacturing md John Wheeler lor yeoman efforts in coping with the huge demand for Police's Zenyatta Mondaita and Abba's Super Trouper, to the general satisfaction of the retail trade . . . Larry Uttal a veteran whose youthful enthusiasm should ensure Earlobe a hit or three in the year ahead as a reward for having the courage to start again here after a lifetime in the American industry . . . Louis Benjamin one of the contemporary industry's founder members who finally stepped down after a distinguished career with Pye . . . Brian Southall for being consistently aware of the needs of trade papers while handling EMI's corporate publicity . . . the men at World In Action who finally stirred the industry into seriously trying to put its own house in order . . . and a special Harry Houdini award to Mike Heap who survived when more illustrious figures were toppling in the wake of WlA's disclosures . . . Philip Ames for his efforts, still to be realised, in trying to set up the BIRD dealer co-operative aimed at bringing its members some tangible benefits . . . Walter Woyda,whooncelooked like becoming the forgotten man in ACC's corridors of power, for re-emerging from the PRT upheavals with new career prospects in video . . . Ian Miles who battled bravely on despite the disappointment of having to abandon MSD's public launch . . . Anne Kelly for continuing to take care of Virgin's sales business and showing herself as good asany of her male contemporaries . . . James Tyrrell and Ian Gray a dynamic duo who have restored much of their old glory to the HMV 
JOHN HOWES, RCA's joint deputy chief, regarded by many as a future number one . . John Deacon of Conifer for proving that imports-other than the parallel kind - of some of the world's more offbeat repertoire can provide the basis for a flourishing business . . . Harry Tipple for his continuing efforts to keep the GRRD alive . . . Bob Egerton for his efforts in establishing Woolworths as the nation's number one record retailer over the past nine years - and making sure the industry recognised the fact . . . and his opposite number at Boots Wilf Price, a totally different character, but equally respected for his efforts . . . Chris Wright for his statesmanlike owning-up that the BPI Council had boobed in keeping the Committee of Enquiry's report to itself and making it available to the full membership . . . David Hughes, under whose management, the Motown label has enjoyed its best run for years not least with the re-establishment of Diana Ross as'a major singles artist. . . Maxim Jakubowski for his foresight in bringing books into record shops . . . John Fruin for popping up again where least expected and Monty Lewis for his alertness to the availability of an outstanding records man . . . Harley Usill ready to try again after the Argo disappointment with Academy Records, a bold venture in a cold climate . . . Gerry Bron for believing he can succeed where the boffins hae failed with a spoiler signal . . . Roy Featherstone for facing up to market realities and pricing the first CIC videotapes to include a rental royalty surcharge . . . Bryan Whitman of Realmheath for impressive development of video as an important in-store sales 
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Sin m n 
&THE BARNET DOGS 

New single 

Here ComesThe Hurt 

With 20 million records sold in the last five years Russ Ballard releases his latest single next week. 
Called 'Here Comes The Hurt' it's taken from the forthcoming album 'Into The Fire' 
Both the single and album were produced by Russ Ballard & John Stanley. 

'Here Comes The Hurt' ( 
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WE A latest to drop RRP 
WEA HAS become the latest company to drop recommended retail prices for records and tapes and it is continuing with its two tier system for dealers. A "catalogue" price will give retailers a guide to the average price of WEA product in shops. Most new releases will be sold in at £3.04 with back catalogue at the lower £2.44. However, new releases will no longer automatically become back 

catalogue after three months. This will be at WEA's discretion. To encourage new acts some new releases will be launched at the lower price. WEA has promised dealers 15 days notice of change within the price structure. Mid price product drops from £2.25 and £1.95 to a standard £1.82 to the trade. The only increase introduced is for 12-inch singles, up from 97p to £1.22. 

u 

Judge boosts Glitter sales 
GARY GLITTER owed Christmas sales of his latest single 'W'atcha Momma Don't See" to a High Court judge who refused to grant an injunction against his record company. Eagle Records (Nottingham) Ltd had applied for a temporary order preventing Legion Music Ltd of London from carrying on business under the name or label 'Eagle Records'. The Nottingham company claims to have been using the name for some years while the London company was formed 

However, Mr Justice Fox said he was unable to grant an injunction because of the timing of the application and the lack of evidence that the Nottingham company could adequately compensate the defendants if the action failed. 

Stiff drops 
DuryLP price 
STIFF RECORDS is hoping to give Ian Dury*s Laughter album a January boost by making it available throughout the month at an rrp of £3.99 Instead of the usual £4.99. From February 1 the LP reverts to normal 
BASEMENT 5's Island Records debut album 1965-1980 {ILPS 9641) is released today (Jan 12) backed by an extensive marketing push. 

1NEY 
"ANE.. 

.New single 
.Turn Me ON Turn Me OFF 

order through EMI 

(limited edition includes extra single FREE) 

INDIE 
CHART 

FAREWELL DRINKS for managing director Jack R. Craigo and the team he leaves behind at RCA's UK record division. After a successful nine months in the UK Craigo, the former CBS America executive, has taken up an appointment in New York as RCA Records Division vice president in the USA and Canada. Toasting success are, from left to right: Ed Lavish, deputy md (finance) Don Ellis, incoming md, Craigo, and John Howes, deputy md (commercial). 

Merchandising 
Consumer rock press ads are booked, plus space in Time Out and Zig Zag, while 5,000 display posters have been mailed to stores and a nationwide flyposting effort has been undertaken. In addition. Island is co-operating with a major retail chain on joint advertising. The first 15,000 copies of the album come in a special embossed sleeve containing a free poster. Basement 5's debut single 'Last While Christmas' was released in December on both 7-inch and 12-inch. 

CHRYSALIS IS merchandising January singles from Ultravox, UFO, and a cut from its Babylon movie soundtrack this week. 'Vienna" by Ultravox is available in a picture bag (CHS 2481) on 7-inch as well as being pressed on 12-inch (CHS 12 2481) with an extra track 'Herr X', while UFO's single 'Lonely Heart' (CHS 2482) comes in a picture bag and clear vinyl and Cassandra's 'Thank You For Many Things You've Done' (CHS 12 2489). The large format version carries an extended version of 'Babylon' in a special bag. 

ANGE FHUr^T052(N) 
- WARdXnCEZPSYCHE (Fa/H M) - CAN^ CHEAT KARMA/WAR/SlT^VERT 

DISTRIBUTOR AND 
WHOLESALERS 
DIRECTORY 1981 
SONET RECORDS AND PUBLISHING 121 Ledbury Road, London W11 2AO Telephone; 01-229 7667 
Contact: Dee Sparrow 
Labels Distributed; Sonet. Specialty, Kicking Mule. Takoma. Titanic. Stone Alligator, (some) Rounder, Grand Prix, Red Stripe. A Side. Disclectic. Catalogue request and information from Sonet Record orders from Pye order phone 
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THE LADY MEANS BUSINESS! 

KENNY 

Don't Fall in Love With A Dreamer 
Lucille 

She Believes In Me 
You Decorated My Life 
Coward of the County 

Goodbye Marie 
Every Time Two Fools Collide 

Sail Away 
The Gambler 

LoveThe World Away 
The Long Arm of the Law 

Husecampaisn 
to support this most important release 

including 
Press Ads. 

National lull colour 
In-storedisplays 

Bus Poster advertising 

On 0¥>*t<>£ records and cassettes 

- ^ 

Y* 



imonaging Dircclof/ Pofcco/t/ fof '81 

TVads and movies 

still big sales aids 
CLIFF BUSBY, EMI 
, t IN GENERAL, I think the indica- tions are that it is going to be a tough market in the early stages of I9S1, but despite the problems of parallel imports which are causing everybody much concern, I think sales must have just about bottomed-out. January business will be okay, but it may tail away fairly rapidly after that until September, when I anticipate that there will be a revival in business generally and hopefully some signs of real growth in sales of recorded music. Overall, 1 would expect 1981 to be a similar year to 1980. At EMI we shall be doing our very best to maximise the sales potential of every record we release. VC e reckon that Dr Hook's Greatest Hits has some mile- age left in it and we are continuing with TV promotion during January'. We are also expecting continuing healthy sales for movie soundtrack albums by Queen for Flash Gordon and Neil Diamond for The Jass Singer as both films go around the country' on general release. Among 

our best bets in the early part of the year are the debut album from Shecna Easton, the first LP from the Strang- lers for 18 months, plus new releases from W'hitesnake and Kenny Rogers. We are also looking at another TV promotion, but haven't yet finalised our 
We expect some improvement in our classical business which was affected in the last part of 1981 by manufacturing problems. Our completion rates are now much improved and deliveries will reflect that. Sales of pre-recorded cassettees have suffered less than LP records and we are determined to take advantage of this by ensuring simultaneous release of tape and album wherever possible. If you don't, for every week that goes by without the tape being available you end up losing sales. An important development for EMI this year will be our first release of video cassettes made up mainly of films and some music videos. Exactly when we shall start selling them will depend on the availability of production capacity. 

V 

¥ 

Avoid hasty 
signing of 
new talent 

c than GERRY BRON, Bronze 4 ^ COULD 1981 be any w 1980? As far as I am concernea, it was the worst year on record. The Christmas run-up was very good for Bronze, when we released three of our leading album artists - Manfred Mann's Earth Band, Motor- head and Angelwitch in one week and picked up high sales on all of them. However, it is going to be hard to sustain those sales through the first quarter of the new year, although small companies are in a better position to survive. The attractions of being an independent label are going to be more obvious than ever in 1981. Bronze will be concentrating heavily the digital recording technique, but we are looking towards making „ , . , - start in March or April. Over a period of time, I think video could become an important pan of our overall sales 5 5 
a. We will be hoping tsical 

Top Industry mds give 
their plans for making 
1981 a better year than 
1980. 

We must keep prices competitive 
RAMON LOPEZ, Polygram 
c , ANY OBJECTIVE view of the first three months of 1981 can only reach one conclusion - it will be an extremely difficult time for all con- 

That is the realistic assessment of a situation which must be faced up to, for it is unlikely that the record business will do other than reflect the general mood of uncenainty that exists among consumers generally and which has manifested itself in the caution which they have been exhibiting in the past few months. My impression is that the Christmas market was patchy in contrast to 1979 when most shops were pleasantly surprised by the high level of sales and found that if anything they had under- estimated demand. As a result there 

was an immediate pick-up of activity in January last year, something which 1 don't forsee this year. On the contrary, I anticipate there will be a consider- able amount of de-stocking activity. This will not only be happening in the UK, for my information is that busi- European territories has 

do si is concerned we have no plans 1 

been nilar ti ipate a new threat from large consignments of cheap imports. We have only one way to combat this and that is by keeping our prices competitive. I think as an industry we 
in doing so I anticipate that some companies may over-indulge in experi- mentation in prices. This could lead to further retail and consumer confusion. I doubt that the industry can contem- plate much in the way of price in- creases in 1981, and so far as Poly- 

It is likely that by the Autumn the economy will be in better shape, either because the Government's measures have worked or because some pre- election tactics will improve the money supply. I think then that not only can we look forward to the traditional sales uplift, but some signs of real growth in the level of our business as a whole. 
So far as video is concerned, Poly- Gram will be in that market this year, but I am not anticipating that sales will have any real substance in the early stages. It will be a beginning but any company which is maintaining high overheads and is looking to video to compensate for them could 5 5 well be making a mistake 

WE CAN expect a new threat from large consignments of cheap imports. 

ANDREW PRYOR, Ariola WE DID exceptionally well both in terms of chart positions and sales in the run-up to Christmas, beating our December target by 120 percent - and it wasn't a low target. We hope to emulate that chart performance in the first three months of the new year, but nobody can expect to match Christmas sales in the first three months of the following year. Our policy will be to go for extra volume via TV e ' 0 of albums that are already hits. Sky 2 and Showaddywaddy's latest are likely to roll out after current tests and itiere 

are plans to do the same forManilow's Barry LP in March to coincide with TV specials. This approach can add enormously to sales on artists that already have a class and age appeal, and it is something I have believed in every since CBS did it with Abba a couple of years ago. In the midst of a recession that might claim another million unem- ployed, we will be making very great marketing efforts, including new approaches with video and credit. There will be very little scope for price increases and we will be offer- ing as many price incentives as 5 5 possible in 1981.  

rates in the new year will help business generally by putting more money into circulation. The high rates in 1980 meant money was tied up with no real gain for anybody apart from the banks. As far as product is concerned, Bronze will be releasing a new Uriah Heep album in the first quarter, but all the other acts on the roster have had 
When looking at the prospects for 1981,1 don't think hasty signing of new talent is any kind of solution to the industry's problems. It just doesn't work. Statistically speaking the odds arc always against you when only one out of eight acts will ever make it. I just don't think you can blast your way out of a depression like this. We are continuing to research a home-taping spoiler signal and have met with some success. The signal certainly works, but I feel there will be an element of compromise over its use. I would prefer to sec it used as a political weapon, and back it up with a publicity campaign to educate the public about the danger of home copying. Hopefully we will be able to offer a system for discs sometime in the new year, although a spoiler on pre-recorded tape and the problem of broadcasting has still to '>e99 
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Ixpeet more price 
aggression from 
High Street dealers 

ALBUM I'RICtS will be kept low. 
Sa8es!®w for 
misieracts BRIAN GIBBON, Charisma ^ j AS FAR as Charisma is concerned, 1980 saw a dramatic pick-up in catalogue business and we are pretty confident about the first half of 1981 with a series of major releases lined up. We are close to completing the solo signing of Rick Wakeman who will have an album release in May, while the company has been concentrating on new talent which will come to fruition in the first quarter of the year with a schedule of five debut albums. In general I can see the initial three months of the new year being very difficult. The big acts will continue to sell irrespective of price, but the second division bands will continue to need heavy marketing investment but can only expect to sell 30-40,000 copies of records that might have sold 100,000 two years ago. With this in mind, Charisma has arranged joint distribution with Pinna- cle and Rough Trade along with press- ing and distribution through PolyGram for the initial sales effort on our new artists - LPs by The Scars, Manicured Noise, Delta 5, The Cimarons and Bill Lovelady. We tested the water in this area with our PRE series on a low-profile basis and we believe it is the right policy where money is tight, investment is difficult, but the band and the record company is committed. It's the right philosophy for 1981. As far as the industry at large is concerned, I don't think there will be any upturn in business until the second half of the year. Things are likely to stay the same as 1979, which was the lowest ebb the business has hit, and where it remained throughout 1980. On the prices front, Charisma will be keeping them as low as possible with new releases by recent signings going out at £3.99. That means the first 20,000 copies being sold at the low price and doing everything in our power to hold prices throughout the year, and 1 will be impressing this policy on our artists. In the meantime our year is planned right through to October, with Rick Wakeman's LP due in April, Peter Gabriel in May, Steve Hackett and Brand X in June, Genesis in September and a possible Monty Python great,- est hits collection in October. 
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KEN MALIPHANT, Phonogran , I THINK you could say that Phonogram maintained a high pro- file in the Christmas season, with a lot more catalogue sold than we had anticipated. In the new year there is no doubt that price aggression in the High Street will be the rule, and it is going to be fascinating to watch what happens on both the dealer and record company 
There is certainly going to be a lot of wheeling and dealing going on, but the irony will still exist that premium new releases will be sold at a discount while catalogue goes out at full price. Phonogram's major effort in the new year will come in February when we launch a new cassette series, and we have full-scale plans to market tape throughout the year. I have been speaking to tape hardware people, who have experienced buoyant demand for their product, and I think it is inevit- able that the software will go with it, especially in the in-car i field. 

Naturally the trade will be de- stocking in the next three months, and a lot of the stuff that went in on SOR will come straight back again. New talent is the only way to break out of the situation in which we f ourselves. When beer goes up to £1 per pint and cigarettes to £1 per pack, we will be competing for fewer consumer pounds. That will mean a return to good old-fashioned marketing and the building of new images and the discov- ery of vital new talent. It's what this industry is all about. When it comes to prices. Phono- gram has no plans to increase them. 1981 will sec the dust settling c pricing policy. At the moment retailers are completely confused about their TAPE HARDWARE role in the system and they are only buoyant and cassettes mi just getting used to the fact that prices get a sales boost. are at their own discretion, to be   charged as they feel is right for their following through our marketing cam- own area and their own type of paigns on the successful Dire Straits consumer. and Status Quo releases, with the Phonogram's first quarter will be addition of aiming to break dominated by the release of the new Weapon of Peace and Johnny •• Boomtown Rats album, but we will be Britton. 

herefore 

M 

QUALITY CONTROL should be the business of the BPI. 

By Chris Wright, Chairman of the British Phonographic Industry 
ASModustiry 
promotion myst 
bed priority 
forthisyear 
t , THERE ARE many areas where I would like to see the BPI take an initiative during 1981. Most important undoubtedly is an industry campaign to promote records and tapes, something which I would like to be set in motion without delay so that we could be going full ahead by next September. As an industry we must become more concerned about the appeal of our product in the marketplace and not forget that there are plenty of alterna- tives to and substitutes for recorded 
spend their money. I am hopeful that it will not require a vast amount of funding by the BPI membership. I don't envis- age the retailers being asked to contri- bute and the best way they can help is to support the campaign by stocking the records and using the point-of-sale aids. I see the campaign as needing not just to get record buyers into specialist shops but to get them into the record depart- ments of the multiples once they have gone into the stores. I am very keen also to see the industry recognising that its products must be of good quality and attractively packaged to offer the best value for money. There is not much the BPI can do about packaging and creative content, but we ought to be able to bring about improve- 

ments in quality control. Instead of being five years behind the hi-fi industry we ought to try to catch up with the hardware. I am enthused about the hi-fi characteristics of the new Japanese metal tapes and I am trying to find out when these will be launched on the UK market. It is important that the industry has access to manufacturing capacity as well as the hardware manufacturers. The signs are that we shall see the publication soon of the government's Green Paper in which the proposals regarding the imposition of a levy on tape recorders and blank tape will be made available for discussion. It is too early to tell how long it will take before the proposals are approved, but it is not out of the question that this would happen during the year. It is essential that the BPI and the AJJfA, plus of course the MU, are united dn the matter 

and for that reason I am glad that we have reached agreement with the MRS on the basis for the payment of mecha- nical royalties now that rrp has beei widely abolished. My other ambition is to see the reintroduction of industry awards on the lines of the Britannia Awards and Charles Levison of Arista and Stephen James of DJM are heading a working party looking into the matter. I refuse to be cynical about tl industry's future prospects. When yi consider how many records arc still being sold despite the economic s tion and the threat of home-taping, then we are still doing pretty well. Certainly we have a firm base on which to build at industry promotion campaign, whict hopefully will provide a first step to wards a better future for,, jnailsiry and retail . trade.'' 



The black pencil is a gold award.' It isn't handed out by the British Phono- graphic Institute. Nor by the New Musi cal Express. It is presented by D&AD.The Designers and Art Directors Association of London. What do we know about music? Almost nothing. The D&AD gold isn't presented for artistry on record, but for artistry on sleeve. We have long admired good album covers. 

In '76, we gave silver awards to Seventh Wave's 'Psi-fi' and Dal trey's 'Cock Horse! In '77, it was Zeppelin's "Presence' and Sabbath's 'Technical Ecstasy! Every year, we feature sleeves in the D&AD Exhibition and Annual. This winter we are taking the music business even more seriously. We are introducing a Record Sleeve and Promotion Jury. A group of seven designers, art directors 

and photographers will assess work in eight categories. Each category commands ifs own silver award. The jury is also free to give a gold to the most outstanding item overall. If you have produced a sleeve, poster or promotion that you're proud of enter D&AD. The record may ■ have bombed, but T you could still have I agoldtocrowabouL I D&AD 
THE I?01 D&AD CALL FOR ENTRIES. CLOSING DATE JAN 31". RING 01-839 2964 FOR DETAILS OR WRITE TO 12 CARLTON HOUSE TERRACE, LONDON SWIY 5AH. 



PEATURC 
BY AND large 1980 has been a lousy 12 months for the record business. A year of lost sales, lost jobs, lost opportunities, besmirched reputations and generally one which seemed to be pervaded by a sense of aimlessness. It was not all gloom and despondency, of course. There were some rays of optimism - Motown celebrated its 20th anniversary, 2-Tonc COLIN HADLEY reviews the did notably well and, if nothing else, it important landmarks of 1980 s the year when pre-recorded video and the opportunities it offers started to be taken seriously. New arrivals are usually good news and during 1980 these included Bel- laphon, Academy, Cygnet, Double-D. Earlobe, Tellydisc and Kaleidoscope; one wishes them every change of acquired Decca; Thorn took after the latter' 

Can't we make 

the artists heroes 

ogoiri concludes that only a real shift in attitude will pro- duce better years for the re- cord industry. 
y from the buying public its one point of reference. With :ss. In the hindsight, the Heath Government, nvnership stakes Polygram when it legislated against rpm, may have ' :r EMI been better advised to replace it with ion, a maximum selling price instead of dis- somewhat reluctant bride, had been left pensing with rpm altogether. The wide- at the altar the previous September by spread re-introduction of 5 percent 

which also acquired the four Coud 7 outlets thereby increasing its overall strength to 57 record i ic business exhibited all the and fewer hands. 
mtribute to dealer price in- Retail buying power continued the tendency to concentrate into fewer 

typical signs of industry under stress: little volume growth, high overstocks, 
goods The ills of the business have variously enougtl- They have not had that broad made have 

s that have been 
It Sales Expressed as Singles 

vacated their chairs of office during They a 
Kaupe, Leslie Hill, Ramon Lopez John Bush (EMI) as well as Louis Benjamin (Pye) and Bill Townsley (De- cca). Also, but in a very special category, that doyen of the business Len Wood then it retired after a lifetime of dedicated business o EMI as well as the BPI, the 1FP1 a bodies. All in all about 2,000 people record industry lost their jobs during the first year, half of them as a result of the sale of have been 

appeal which makes the public at large go out and buy them - a public ...™.. well serviced musically by local itributory ra<Ji0 stations. but there Trading-up from singles to LPs was responsible for much of the growth in the record business in the heady days of the late-60s and early -70s; subsequent trading down has, in some part, been responsible for the contraction. Retail sales have been less affected than UK manufacturers' sales which have fallen steadily with cheap imports, which the BPI now estimates to be around 30 per cent of the UK album business, flooding onto the market as both Americans and Europeans got their own back on us for shipping into their markets when the pound sterling was relatively weak. Remember all those smart sidedoor export deals? 1980 was the year of 'sales at any commercial radio and the price' and the cost was high! Dubious ms of maximising promotion effec- ness as well as sales, were disguised jargonistic euphemisms such as sales 'penetration effectiveness' and 'impact Inevitably in the wake of lestigativc national journal- ism came tne heavy thud of crashed reputations. Accusations of moral turpitude 

steadfastly underplayed, if not ignored. 

cided with the advent of local cial radio. If manufacturers' are expressed in terms of singles, using a marketing'. Ii mltiple of five to convert LPs and tapes persistent: record ism came 
    J    1974, vacillating between 567m     number of other industry and 625m'singles'with 1980 only likely only sullied those individuals featured 

Decca to PolyGram. Decca's Sir Edward public's need for m Lewis died in January, aged 79, leaving £1.1 million and a thousand people out of work. What a pity he chose to hang c 

register 512m. Since October 1973, ' e air, the ILR ;asingly satisfying the 
great expense to the record industry. The outcome of the AIRC appeal, due in February 1981 

with n tting capable energy and more awareness ot modern market needs lake up the reins of a then fine company. On the marketing front a general reduction in the dealers' margin to _ „ „  around 30 percent simply heralded the ketplace, that's for abandonment of rrp later in the year the problem is that 
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for the record business especially witn a further 43 ILR stations likely to come on stream according to the Home Office Working Party. Not enough attention has been paid to the changing demographics of the mar- "t root though ecords being 

splattered the industry generally hen Capital Scurrying around in that mess there ■ ~ have to be a number of ferrets, moles and rats, some settling very old scores, the who have been feeding muddy morsels to eager newshounds. In an understandably jaundiced arti- cle, Tony Stratton-Smith, the founder and chairman of Charisma, recently dealt with the problems facing indepen- dents and their difficulties in maintain- ing good working relationships with the majors. He laid the blame for the existing chasm on the accountants and lawyers who have come to play an increasingly influential role as they vie to emulate Allen Klein and Lee East- man. At Midem a couple of years ago I 

was talking to a French woman journal- ist who was bemoaning the fact that "Meedem 'as changed, cet is not the same anymore". In response to my request to explain exactly what she ment, she thought for a while and with a graphic Gallic turn of phrase said "Zee uglies 'ave taken over". She was, of course, speaking metaphorically (I think!) meaning that the administrators had assumed a greater importance than either the artists or the music. There is of course a need and a place, for an efficient administration but it should be unobtrusive. The recording artists should be the stars and if some of the glamour they generate spills over onto the A&R people, so be it; but when the spotlight falls more on company directors, accountants and lawyers than it does on the artists and talent takes second place to the deal, you've got problems of just the sort the industry has been experiencing in recent years. It's a paradox that the more the UK record business spends on advertising the fewer records it sells. In just seven years advertising expenditure has risen from £3.8m or 2.7 percent of msp in 1974 to around £17.5m or 7 percent in 1978-9, the greater part of it on televi- sion, sufficient in fact to place the industry among TV's top ten advertis- ers. Somewhere along the way things have become distorted and marketing men misled into believing that sheer weight of advertising and below-the-line publicity are substitutes for talent, excitement and originality. They're not, and all the TV ads and T-shirts, button badges and bomber jackets, patches and other promotional give-away gimmicks imaginable won't make up for lack of magic in the music. Over the last few years there's been too little effectively spent on creativity and far too much reliance placed on nostalgia. Looking to the future, the prospects for the recorded entertainment business are no different from those of the country as a whole. In the short term (1981-82) the prospects are regrettably stagnant. In the mid-term (1983-84) they are reasonable with a vote-catching pre-election upswing. Looking even further ahead the prospects for both audio and video are optimistic. Howev- er, it will need a fundamental shift in attitude to optimise the chances when they do come. From January 1981 onwards, as an industry, we've just got to make the artists the stars and the records the heroes once again. And please, let's have some zest and genuine enthusiasm back in this illogical busi- 
Colin Hadley is managing director of McKinley Marketing Consultants and a director of the executive placement agency SF Management Selection. 
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CHABI 
f SALES RATING 100 - Strong No.1 Sales [ AIRPLAY RATING I ioo%=£r '   

ie Record Business Top U 

Week Wkee. TITLE/ARTIST Label/Cat. No. u ^e' ★ 1 39 5 80 1 IMAGINE JOHN LENNON APPLE R6009 E 
2 } 11 67 58 (JUST LIKE) STARTING OVER JOHN LENNON GEFFEN K79186 W ★ 3 10 7 60 44 HAPPY XMAS (WAR IS OVER) JOHN & YOKO PLASTIC ONO BAND ETC. O APPLE R5970 E 4 3 7 55 83 STOP THE CAVALRY JONA LEWIE ® STIFF BUY 104 C 5 7 7 53 53 ANT MUSIC ADAM 8. THE ANTS CBS 9352 C 6 2 9 47 30 NO ONE QUITE LIKE GRANDMA ST,WINIFRED'S SCHOOL CHOIR © MFPFP900 E 7 4 6 38 74 DE DO DO DO, DE DA DA DA POLICE O A&M AMS 7578 C 8 6 8 37 51 EMBARRASSMENT MADNESS O STIFF BUY 102 C 9 5 10 34 62 SUPER TROUPER ABBA ® EPIC EPC 9089 C 10 9 8 25 71 RUNAWAY BOYS STRAY CATS O ARISTA SCAT 1 F 11 8 9 25 57 BANANA REPUBLIC BOOMTOWN RATS O ENSIGN BONGO 1 F 12 12 6 22 60 LIES STATUS QUO VERTIGO QUO 4 F 13 11 10 22 52 TO CUT A LONG STORY SHORT SPANDAU BALLET O REFORMATION CHS (12)2473 F 14 14 7 22 54 FLASH QUEEN EMI 5126 E * 15 20 7 20 65 RABBIT CHAS & DAVE ROCKNEY 9 P ★ 16 31 5 20 52 DO NOTHING SPECIALS FEATURING RICO 2-TONE CHSTT 16 F ★ 17 26 6 18 61 TOO NICE TO TALK TO BEAT GO-FEET FEET (12)4 F * 18 21 5 16 47 THIS WRECKAGE GARY NUMAN BEGGARS BANQUET BEG 50 W 19 17 9 15 60 LOVE ON THE ROCKS NEIL DIAMOND CAPITOL CL 16173 E 20 13 11 15 52 LADY KENNY ROGERS UNITED ARTISTS UP 635 E 21 15 9 14 66 DO YOU FEEL MY LOVE? EDDY GRANT ICE/ENSIGN ENY 45(12) F 22 18 11 14 19 CELEBRATION KOOL & THE GANG DE-LITE KOOL 10(12) F ★ 23 35 7 13 54 WHO'S GONNA ROCK YOU? NOLANS EPIC EPC 9325 C 24 16 11 13 27 THE TIDE IS HIGH BLONDIE @ CHRYSALIS CHS 2465 F 25 19 7 12 64 OVER THE RAINBOW - YOU BELONG TO ME MATCHBOX MAGNET MAG 192 A 26 28 11 12 53 LONELY TOGETHER BARRY MANILOW ARISTA ARIST 373 F * 27 56 6 12 3 YOUNG PARISIANS ADAM & THE ANTS DECCAF13803 F * 28 70 4 12 69 1 AIN'T GONNA STAND FOR IT STEVIE WONDER MOTOWN (12)TMG 1215 E 29 25 7 11 42 NEVER MIND THE PRESENTS BARRON KNIGHTS EPIC EPC 9070 C ★ 30 40 10 11 16 IT'S HARD TO BE HUMBLE MAC DAVIS CASABLANCA CAN 210 A 31 32 6 10 64 GUILTY BARBRA STREISAND & BARRY GIBB CBS 9315 C ★ 32 64 4 9 51 1 AM THE BEAT THE LOOK MCA 647 C 33 33 9 10 46 • LOOKING FOR CLUES ROBERT PALMER ISLAND WIP 6651 E 34 24 12 10 7 THE EARTH DIES SCREAMING - DREAM A LIE UB40 GRADUATE (12)GRAD 10 M 35 27 7 9 65 BLUE MOON SHOWADDYWADDY ARISTA ARIST 379 F 36 36 9 9 54 DON'T WALK AWAY ELECTRIC LIGHT ORCHESTRA JET 7004 C 

* 37 69 4 8 70 RUNAROUND SUE RACEY RAK 325 E 
* 38 50 5 8 74 MY GIRL ROD STEWART RIVA 28 W 39 23 8 9 18 ROCK AND ROLL AIN'T NOISE POLLUTION AC DC ATLANTIC K11630 W 40 37 7 9 36 LORRAINE BAD MANNERS MAGNET (12)MAG 181 A 41 41 7 9 41 IF 1 COULD ONLY MAKE YOU CARE MIKE BERRY POLYDOR POSP 202 F 42 22 7 7 82 DECEMBER WILL BE MAGIC AGAIN KATE BUSH EMI 5121 E ★ 43 60 5 7 19 FADE TO GREY VISAGE POLYDOR POSP(X) 194 F 

44 96 4 7 24 DON'T STOP THE MUSIC YARBROUGH & PEOPLES MERCURY MER(X) 53 F 
NEVER KNEW LOVE LIKE THIS BEFORE STEPHANIE MILLS 46 . 34 10 7 15 I'M COMING OUT DIANA ROSS  19 BURN RUBBER ON ME GAP BAND  3 SCARY MONSTERS (AND SUPER CREEPS) DAVID BOWIE • DOG EAT DOG ADAM & THE ANTS  5 44 HEARTBREAK HOTEL JACKSONS  6 • BAGGY TROUSERS MADNESS  6 8 THE CALL-UP CLASH  5 1 ACE OF SPADES MOTORHEAD  5 16 ISRAEL SIOUXSIE & THE BANSHEES 

56 38 13 E DOING TO ME) YOUNG AND CO. O GOOD FOR YOU DF\lN11S WATERMAN 57 51 7 4 38 BOOM BOOM BLACK SLATE  58 43 8 3 63 WHAT A FOOL BELIEVES ARETHA FRANKLIN - 59 78 5 5 * CARTROUBLE ADAM AND THE ANTS  60 52 16 5 * WOMAN IN LOVE BARBRA STREISAND 

20TH CENTURY TC(D) 2460 MOTOWN (12)TMG 1210 MERCURY MER(X) 52  

EPIC EPC 9391 

BRONZE BRO(X) -106 POLYDOR POSP(X) 205 EXCALIBER EXCIL) 501 EMI 5009  ENSIGN ENY 47(12) ARISTA ARIST (12)377 
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Disco Top SO NOWON 
CHAMPAGNE! 

TAKE IT TO THE TOP' 
'ALL NIGHT LONG' (REMIX) 

CLOUD 

FUNK 1 7 [ champagne | FUNKY 1 12" 
CBS DISTRIBLTION: 01-960 2155 

RE-RELEASED BY POPULAR DEMAND 

♦ 1 3 DON'T STOP THE MUSIC YARBROUGH & PEOPLES Mercury MER(X) 53 
♦ 2 5 BURN RUBBER ON MEGAPBAND Mercury MER(X) 52 

3 . DOYOUFEELMYLOVEEDDYGRANT Ensign ENY 45(12) 
4 2 CELEBRATION KOOL&THEGANG De-Lite KOOL10(12) 

♦ 5 25 1 AIN'T GONNA STAND FOR IT STEVIE WONDER Motown (12)TMG 1215 
* 6 23 LOVE MONEY FUNK MASTERS TaniaTAN001 

7 4 1 LIKE (WHAT YOU'RE DOING) YOUNG & CO. Excaliber EXC(L) 501 
8 7 NEVER GONNA GIVE YOU UP PATRICE RUSHEN Elektra K12494(T) 
9 n I'M COMING OUT DIANA ROSS Motown (12)TMG 1210 

10 .5 YOU'RE TOO LATE FANTASY (Pavillion4Z8 6408) 
♦ 11 RCA(T) 28 

12 12 1 SHOT THE SHERIFF LIGHTOFTHE WORLD Ensign ENY46(12) 
13 a HEARTBREAK HOTEL JACKSONS Epic EPC 9391 
14 6 WHATAFOOLBELIEVESARETHAFRANKLIN Arista ARIST (12)377 
15 40 STRETCH BT EXPRESS Excaliber EXC(L) 503 
16 14 NEVER KNEW LOVE LIKE THIS STEPHANIE MILLS 20th Century TC(D) 2460 
17 e BOOM BOOM BLACK SLATE Ensign ENY47(12) 
18 41 (YOU KNOW) YOU CAN DO IT CENTRAL LINE Ultra LINE 12 
19 21 IF YOU WALK OUT THAT DOOR JEROME DJM DJS 10956 (DJR 18015) 
20 22 EVERYBODY GET UP UK PLAYERS A&M/GB AMS(X) 7580 
21 NEW CRUISIN'J-TOWN HIROSHIMA Arista ARIST 12 388 

4b- 22 29 MISS CHERYL BANDA BLACK RIO RCA PC 4637 
23 38 ALL MY LOVE LA X. Epic (12)EPC 9457 
24 .7 JUST A GROOVE GLEN ADAMS AFFAIR Excaliber EXC(L) 502 
25 33 GANGSTERS OF THE GROOVE HEATWAVE GTOGT 285 
26 16 GROOVE-ON WILLIE'BEAVER'HALE TK TKR (13) 7587 
27 20 ZERO ONE/RIGHT BETWEEN SURFACE NOISE WEAK18396a) 

-A- 28 NEW HANG TOGETHER ODYSSEY RCA(T) 23 
29 36 (FLYING ON THE) WINGS OF LOVE LEVEL42 Polydor POSP(X) 200 
30 47 LOVE NOLONGERHASAHOLD JOHNNY BRISTOL Ariola/Hansa AHA(L) 567 
31 37 JUST HOLDIN'ON ERNIE WATTS Elektra K12489(T) 
32 32 STEP ON/SEXY DANCER HARRY MOSCO Samba SA03 
33 NEW LET'S DO IT AGAIN FATBACK Spring POSP(X)196 
34 24 THROUGHOUT YOUR YEARS KURTIS BLOW Mercury BLOW 9(12) 
35 r MEW IT'SALOVETHINGWHISPERS (Solar YD 12154) 
36 30 LET IT FLOW GROVER WASHINGTON JR Elektra K12495a) 37 NEW THE LOUDER PETER JACQUES BAND RCA 20 
38 26 RISE & SHINE LINX Chrysalis CHS (12) 2480 
39 13 DOUBLE DUTCH FRANKIESMITH WMOTWMT(L) 102 
40 ae YOU'RE OK OTTAWAN Carrere CAR 168(T) 
41 19 BILLY WHO? BILLY FRAZIER & FRIENDS Champagne FIZZ 503 (FIZY5003) 
42 44 1 HEAR MUSIC IN THE STREETS UNLIMITEDTOUCH (Prelude PRLD605) 
43 3i FULL OF FIRE SHALAMAR (Solar YD 12153) 
44 so THROW IT DOWN CAMEO Casablanca CAN(L) 216 
45 NEW NIGHTS BILLY OCEAN GTOGT 286 
46 49 FEEL MY LOVE SLAVE . Atlantic K11633T 
47 NEW UNDERWATERHARRYTHUMAN (Baby BR 54001) 
48 43 WHAT CHA DOIN' SEAWIND A&M AMS(X) 7575 
49 NEW HELP ME OUT BEGGAR & CO, Ensign White Label 
50 46 IF YOU FEEL THE FUNK LATOYA JACKSON Polydor POSP(X) 197 
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Indie Top SO 
CARTROUBLEADAM&THEANTS Do It DUN 10 2 3 ZEROX ADAM&THE ANTS Do It DUN 8 

• 3 IT'S OBVIOUS/DIET AU PAIRS Human OT04 4 9 RABBIT CHAS& DAVE Rockney ROCKNEY 9 
5 5 DECONTROL DISCHARGE Clay5 6 7 SIMPLY THRILLED, HONEY ORANGE JUICE Postcard 80/6 7 2 THE EARTH DIES SCREAMING UB40 Graduate (12)GRAD 10 8 8 TELEGRAM SAM BAUHAUS 4ADAD 17(T) 
9 GUILTY HONEY BANE HB946 

10 13 BLOODY REVOLUTIONS CRASS Crass 421984/1 
11 21 FEEDING OF THE 5,000 (SECOND SITTING) CRASS Crass 621984 
12 15 TRY DELTAS RoughTrade61 
13 16 KILL THE POOR DEAD KENNEDYS Cherry Red CHERRY 16 
14 14 REALITY ASYLUM CRASS Crass 19454U 
15 10 DANCEDTOYAH Safari SAFE 32 
16 6 BEER DRINKERS 8c HELL RAISERS EP MOTORHEADBIg BeatNS (SWT)61 
17 20 HOLIDAY IN CAMBODIA DEAD KENNEDYS Cherry Red CHERRY 13 

- 18 28 IT'S KINDA FUNNY JOSEF K Postcard 80/5 
19 24 CALIFORNIA UBER ALLES DEAD KENNEDYS Fast FAST 12 
20 23 ARMY LIFE EXPLOITED Exploited EXP1001 
21 19 POLITICS! GIRLS AT OUR BEST Record/Rough Trade RR2/RT055 
22 22 EXPLOITED BARMY ARMY EXPLOITED Exploited EXP1002 
23 12 SEVEN MINUTES TO MIDNIGHT WAH! HEAT, Inevitable INEV 004 
24 17 SECONDS TOO LATE CABARETVOLTAIRE Rough Trade 060 
25 30 ATMOSPHERE JOYDIVISION Factory FACUS2UK 
26 31 ORIGINAL SIN THEATRE OF HATE SS3 
27 25 REQUIEM KILLING JOKE Malicious Damage EGMDX1.00 
28 16 ANIMAL SPACE SLITS Human HUM 4 
29 37 FIGHT BACK (EP) DISCHARGE Clay3 
30 32 TIME HAZELO'CONNOR Albion (12) ION 1006 
31 40 REALITIESOFWAR DISCHARGE Clay 2 
32 27 WHATCHA MOMMA DON'T SEE GARY GLITTER Eagle ERS 004 
33 34 DEAF CRISPY AMBULANCE Factory FAC 32 
34 41 LOVE WILL TEAR US APART JOY DIVISION Factory FAC 22 

- 35 NEW NAZARETH LIVE EP NAZARETH NEMS BSD 1 
36 26 FOUR SORE POINTS (EP) ANTI-PASTI RondeletROUND2 
37 39 DISNEY BOYS/THE FLOOD BLUEORCHIDS Rough Trade 056 
38 35 FLIGHT A CERTAIN RATIO Factory FAC 22 
39 33 AT LAST I'M FREE/STRANGE FRUIT ROBERT WYATT Rough Trade 052 

■ 40 NEW GET UPAND USE ME FIRE ENGINES Codex CDX1 
41 - WARDANCE/PSYCHE KILLING JOKE Malicious Damage MD540 
42 - CAN'T CHEAT KARMA/WAR/SUBVERT ZOUNDS Crass 421984/3 
43 29 MAN IN THE GLASS DANGEROUS GIRLS Human HUM 1 
44 48 TOTALLY WIRED FALL Rough Trade 056 
45 47 GIRLS DON'T COUNT SECTION 25 Factory 18 
46 42 THIS IS LOVE GIST Rough Trade 058 
47 43 YOU CAN BE YOU (GIRL ON THE RUN) HONEY BANE Crass 521984/1 
48 NEW I.O.U. JANE KENNAWAY Growing Up In Hollywood GROW 1 
49 38 FOR MY COUNTRY U K. DECAY Fresh 12 
50 46 I'M IN LOVE WITH THE GIRL FRESHIES Razz RAZZ 11 

KEY TO 

KEY 

RECORDS 

THE NEW LABEL 
FOR THE 

NEW YEAR 

Distributed by STAGE ONE RECORDS Phone orders to (0428) 53953 Telex 858 226 

The New Single By 

ALAN PRICE 

BEAT OUT 
DAT RHYTHM 
ON A DRUM' 

{Key 2000) 

Released January 16th 
LIVE ALAN PRICE ALBUM 

(Key 1) 

V ALANPRICI 
UlOCK'VKOIJ.MGin vmiruovAi. couut 
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THE TOP COMPUTERISED GUIDE TO RADIO ACTION IN THE UK 
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The Airplay Guide features playlists NEW ADDITIONS TO PLAYLISTS ARE SHOWN IN BOLD TYPE are in force in the 
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•;L 89 0 — WITHOUT YOU SHEILA HYLTON C )RY SHORT SPANDAU BALLET C 1 IJJ 26 TO CUT A LONG STORY 

I., 
r 

Hi j© 
dPNicholae 

6T2& KeHhUarrisom <3TZ05 Calm Puke ST285 

Johnnie Wilder Jnr. GT2&$ 

Gangsters Of The Groove 

0|O 'Gangsters Of The Groove' is the new single from •Gangsters of Heatwave and it's out now. Also available exclusively 
r Grass6 'n ^6 UK this week the specially re-mixed and 12"gtla-ass extended 12" version. 

NEW SINGLE FROM 

HEUTUMIUE Taken from the forthcoming album/Candles' 
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SHEILA HYLTON 
HER NEW SINGLE 

"THE BED'S TOO BIG WITHOUT YOU" 
PRODUCED BY HARRY J. . ARRANGED BY SLY DUNBAR & ROBBIE SHAKESPEARE 

7"& 12 VERSIONS AVAILABLE 
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FROM A SITUATION where it un- THE1IKSC0 CHART 

gSsSHsass vStSSS^"   

ny Waller Sings The Wallers (ILPS 
with the exception of CurtisnMayficld^ 'Keep On Moving'. For lovers of tl 

'Rivers Of Babylon'. The Cavalis label is just putting out 

album by the original cast of the Mama 

Souk5 ^-inch 

(marketed by Ital Records, 01-249 5445) - 'Sweet And Spicy' by Horace Andy and produced by Niney., And Ual 
WalWng^I^inc'hdisco single (Guiding Star GM 102) utilises top Channel One 

! LPs 

most1 of the'crop^l new'enuie s s hould 
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DISCS 

IHOUICflSC CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT RATES 
fulsDAV I?TS/SS A^, artwork Of typed copy and las ACH ADVERTISEMENT Langtey Street. VVC2H 9J 

S. GOLD & SONS (RECORDS) 
LTD 

BRITAIN'S NO. 1 Complete Manufacturers Catalogue in stock at all times. Top 75 Albums, Singles and Tapes plus all T.V. Product. Our Price: Strict trade on orders over £100 otherwise 3% handling charge. Free carriage U.K. mainland on all orders over £100 ex V.A.T. We also stock a large selection of accessories e.g. 7" & 12" paper bags, card & P.V.C. covers, 12" polythene covers, blank tapes (Memorex, BASF, TDK), record & cassette cases, music books, T-shirts, sew-on patches, buttons, fun and crystal badges, reflector slickers, ties scarves and many others. DEALERS - Send for current catalogue. 24 hour service throughout the U.K. Fast turnaround world-wide. 
S. GOLD & SONS (RECORDS) LTD., 777/779 HIGH ROAD, LEYTONSTONE, LONDON E11 4QS Tel: 01-558 2121 24 Hour answering service: 01-556 2429 

TO ADVERTISE IN SHOWCASE CONTACT JANE REDMAN TEL: 01-836 9311 

TONAL RECORDS 

330 Norwood Road, West Norwood, London SE27 9AF. Telephone 01-761 2292 

* ZHi.U Utoirkl > " On< S(aplmpo>-l ^ 
ig Third Wor 

WORLD WIDE SERVICE 

WE HAVE LARGE STOCKS OF SINGLES-ALBUMS- CASSETTES AT LOW-LOW- LOW PRICES 
SEND FOR LATEST LISTS 

GfrLLLHS 
LDTERJWIoJIM 
25 PARKWAY, BURNT OAK EDGWARE, MIDDX TEL:01-951 3177 TELEX 226-393. 

SPSSpcsoe Ag^ 
Major Tom to satellite mission control... Over... we read you Major Tom over... Am orbiting SP&S Records 30.000 square foot Stratford base... I've never seen so much space... all functions here positive... vast showroom areas heavily populated... well-heeled dealers smiling broadly, buying heavily... racking complex hiding with activity they seem to stretch into infinitY... loading bays are GO... their computer read-out... stocks in excess of3.000,000 major label LP & Cassette units... amazing sounds emanating... ITS NO USE CONTROL... I'VE GOT TO GET DO WN THERE... Affirmative Major Tom... OK Scottie beam us down too... SP&S RECORDS No. 1 in Europe star-base. 

mis 

No. 1 in Europe -Finest deletions -fastest service - and friendly too! 
Wharf Road Stratford | London E15 2SU Glampor House 47 Bengal Street Tel: 01-555 4321 Manchester M4 6AF. Telex.- 8951427 Tet 061-228 6655 

T-SHIRTS 

CONTACT 

FOR THE BEST IN T-SHIRTS, BADGES, & PATCHES Tops, 
Liverpool 1. 

lyrrccEEt 
STOCK UP NOW FOR THE SPRING RUSH 

SCREEN PRINTED T-SHIRTS 
rrn: tlll 

PRIESTLEyS 
T-SHIRTS 

EXPERTLY SCREENPRINTED 
SHOPS OVER ISO FAST-MOVE DESIGNS TD CHOOSE 
RECORD C0.S -PROMOTIONAL 

BANDS/TOURS 

YOUR STUDIO ART y CUSTOMISED DESIGN SILRSCREENED ON BEST QUALITY PORTUGESE S AMERICAN T-SHIRTS & AMERICAN SWEATSHIRTS 
priestleVs t-shirts 36. BOOTHAM YORK 

TEL 09Oi*-23im 
RECORD BUSINESS January 121981 



IHOUKAIC NEW ALBUMS 

JOB VACANCIES 

DISC TRADING COMPANY 

EQUIPMENT ACCOUNTS 
PERSON/ 
BOOK-KEEPER 

EXJUKEBOX RECORDS 
RECORD ADAPTORS 

WHEN REPLYING 
TO ADVERTISEMENTS 

PLEASE MENTION 
RECORD BUSINESS 

REWARD 
UP TO £100 
AVAILABLE 

RETAILERS, WHOLESALERS, MANUFACTURERS COPY DATE FOR 
ISSUE 
19TH JANUARY 

1981 
IS 12TH JANUARY 

WE PAY TOR MONEY ON THE SPOT 

RECORD BUSINESS January 121981 



hiDum revicuis 

"ES: Yesshows (Atlantic K 60142) ~od; Yes iiis is a live double culled from mcerts around the world between "376-78 based around the long- inning line-up of White. Wakeman, iquire. Howe and Anderson with Pat- tk Moraz popping up here and there, nd no sign of the Buggies duo on the wonzon. WEA is slickering the set at a ' num price of E5, so long-time fans ere more likely to snap it up. The material consists of just eight tracks deluding a whole side devoted to 'The Sates of Delirium", a powerful version _ M 'Going For The One", both parts of ^Ritual' and a whirling 'Wondrous Stor- Steve Howe is in particularly tolistering form and Anderson's vocals - a good deal more powerful on stage - are clear and high throughout. The band is already missing him. 
SSTEVE WINWOOD: Arc of A Diver ■(Island ILPS 9576) Prod: Steve Win- 
• Ironic that one of the outstanding n albums of 1980 should be released on December 29. Winwood, owner of a b set of the UK's most distinctive vocal c cords has lavished considerable time e and skill on a set of seven songs with I lyrics contributed by Will Jennings, « George Fleming and Viv Stanshall. " Those are juust about the only outside « contributions to an LP entirely com- 

posed, produced and performed (ev- ery instrument) by Winwood. The results are clean, concise, rocking songs, so seamlessly constructed and fluently erformed that it is impossible to pick an outstanding track or two. Interest in the album is high after a long lay-off, and it should certainly provide strong start to the new year for Island. 
Top 60 

ROSE ROYCE: Golden Touch (Whit- field Records K56881) Prod: Nor- man Whitfield/Rose Royce The departure of lead vocalist Gwen Dickey seems to have made little difference to the familiar soft soul sound of Rose Royce. With two new singers - Richee Benson and Kenneth Copeland - a startling near approx- imation to the voice of Miss Dickey is achieved, which is presumably what permanant producer Norman Whitfield wanted. Consequently, Golden Touch is the latest Rose Royce album, no more or less. It's the usual well- produced, professional mixture of funky disco and ballands, but the absence of any obvious Big Hit Single could significantly reduce sales. 
Best of the rest MILLIE JACKSON: I Had To Say It (Polydor 2391 495) Prod; Millie Jackson/Brad Shapiro With the first side given over almost 

entirely to a succession of raps, this is not likely to be an album which further advances Millie Jackson's sales pros- pects here. While the chatting is an integral part of her stage act, the probability is that British fans would prefer to hear her sing. The B-side is a typically forthright collection of songs for the liberated woman which if not the most inspired, certainly underline her special ability to communicate basic 
BING CROSBY: Bing - The Final Chapter (BBC REB398) Prod: John Chatfield Belated release of Crosby's final re- cordings, made for Radio-2, four days before his death in October 1977. The album comprises eight songs from that last session with Crosby in resonant vocal form, and is filled out with various odds and ends of reminiscenses, in- cluding Crosby's own entertaining in- terview with Michael Parkinson, and a duet with Anne Shelton from a 1944 BBC broadcast, all linked by Alan Dell. An important archive release. RUSSELL SCOTT & FRIENDS; Music And Dancing For All Ages (Dansan DS036) Prod: Tommy San- 
This album marks the disc debut of Russell Scott at the grand old age of eight-and-a-half years, and as such is presumably the youngest in- strumentalist ever to record an album. Scott plays the Yamaha organ with a sure touch and feeling for rhythm and 

uses the instrument's special effects with confidence. He is backed by a rhythm section on a record aimed at ballroom dancers and embracing 29 familiar tunes covering all the usual strict tempo sequences. AHMAD JAMAL: Night Song (Motown STML 12145) Prod: Lee Young Something of a departure from tradi- tional Motown musical directions is this album by jazz luminary Ahmad Jamal, who also strays from the straight and narrow in this attempt to broaden his circle of listeners. Purists will no doubt write it off as cocktail tinkling which has little to do with jazz, but the fact that the piano master is showcased against imaginatively scored orchestral accompaniments doesn't lessen the sureness of his touch. It is what it is - a high quality piece of easy-listening JACKIE LYNTON BAND: The Jackie Lynton Band (Scratch SCR L 5002) Prod: Drew McCulloch Jackie Lynton has been behaving like a sort of pearly king of good-time pub rock and bluse for rather a long time now, but still manages to generate a warm glow wherever two or more people are gathered together to boogie along to undemanding, often humourous hard rock and story-telling. This double set, recorded live in Au- gust at the Golden Lion in Fulham, accurately reflects a Lynton show, ramshackle in a classy kind of way, and is surprisingly well-produced. 

Garrod & Lofthouse 

for really rapid reproduction for record sleeves- 
at reasonable rates 

24~tiour facility for4~colour and mono 
Colour proofs following day! 

Telephone Graham Dagwell,Crawley(0293)21133 
Garrod & Lofthouse Ltd 

Kelvin Way, Crawley, Sussex RH102LX 
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MiMEwsmtajs 
1981 begins as 1980 finished another large crop of new releases - e than 130 this week, which for is of space have had to been kept down to 112. Apologies to those labels whose releases have not been included this week; any not listed will be included next week. There are several major releases headed by Chrysalis who issue in both 7 and 12" formats new cuts from 'Rapture' (CHS 2485), Spandau Ballet's second release on Reformation - 'The Freeze' (CHS 2486), Spandau Ballet's second release on Reformation - 'The Freeze' (CHS 2486), Ultravox with 'Vienna' (CHS 2481) and Gen X's Keith Forscy produced 'Dancing With Myself* (CHS 2488), including two old favourites 'Rock On' and 'King Rock- 

Major labels continue their trend for picking up small label product with MCA going with the Freshies' 'I'm In Love With The Girl On The Manches- ter Virgin Megastore Checkout Desk' (MCA 670). The cut, formerly on Razz II, has a specially recorded Radio version without the offending word in its title. DJM, through its Champagne, issue Cloud's 'Take It To The Top" on 7 and 12" from Flashback. Included in the deal however are 500 12" versions available through Flashback before DJM release theirs. Mercury pick up Central Line's '(You Know) You Can Do It' from Ultra again on both formats - 7" (LINE 7) and 12" (LINE 12). The single has ' ' Disco Top 20, and band were formerly signed 

. Sow E 12TMG 1219 (£199) 
rrS CLAUDE^ TYRONE SIMEON STYLE WALKING/Slcppers Dub (Guding Music) Hf la Miw (ot) 249 5445/6 GM 002 (£220) 
URLAH ^EEP'thIiW1 1^OVER/My' Joanna Needs Tuning (Bronze) F . CHS 12248. (£199) 
VINCENT UNITS CARNIVAL SONG/Everything Is Going To Be All Wrong (Y) VIRGIN PRUNES TWENTY TENS (I'VE BEEN SMOKING ALL NIGHT)'Revenge ■ BABY 001 

0 

WESLEY MAG00GAN THIS GUY S IN LOVE WITH YOU'This Guy's in Love Will You Moonshine (Mainly Modern) OUT NOW E STP 5 (El 99) ^'NST^NFRANCISE^^ORNIA DV^M^NG^^I 0Y THIB PLACE Ba,rcl1 Blues (Blackeye) B DARK 3 M 
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